
THE YARD TALLY,
BY FORESTRY SYSTEMS.
EFFECTIVE INVENTORY
MANAGEMENT STARTS HERE.



The Yard Tally is a must-have for total yard management, 
and is the ideal tool for handling yard activities, such as 
changing yard Locations or unloading Kilns. It is a 
comprehensive utility program, essential for the wireless,
real-time movement and processing of your lumber packs.
It gives users a complete lumber/tally process solution.

Details of all bundle processes can be uploaded to
a PC runing the Yardmaster 2020 Lumber System.
The bundle information can be transferred via a wireless
network. The wireless Yard Tally is the fastest and most 
efficient method to transfer bundle processes and 
movements to the Lumber System. The Yard Tally
transmits your information to the host transmits your information to the host Yardmaster
2020 Lumber System, and allows real-time updates
to inventory levels for all users to view.

Total Yard Management
Receive and process green loads
Track bundle movement
Recall inventory information on the fly
Print tags for new bundles
Compatible with wireless scanners
Pick bundles for orders in real-timePick bundles for orders in real-time

Compatible with:   Armor 16 Android Handheld
Sends To:     Yardmaster 2020 Lumber System                                                       
Reports?:                                                           Yes
Tags?:                                            Thermal Labels
Inventory Processes:                                         17
Downloading Methods:      Wired and Wireless     
YYardmaster Update Invervals:         Real-Time
System Compatibility:                       Android 12
Touch Sensitive Features:                              Yes PRODUCT FEATURES

Manage your inventory in real time,
from the palm of your hand.

Load Kilns, track Processes, manage Locations, and more.
Print bundle tags, and request your
inventory data right on your yard.

Receive a Load: Receive green loads and enter estimated bundle
records, as well as prestage for the stacking process

Stacker: Estimated tallies for bundles created quickly by a layer table 
setup routine.

Block Tally: Quickly and accurately tally bundles to compare with your 
received footage.

Location Change:Location Change: Many Yards need to track bundle movement for
inventory levels, shipments, scheduling of kiln drying, and other bundle 
processes.

Load a Predryer: Predryers can be loaded by entering the bundles in the 
desired Predryer ID, and wirelessly transmitted to the Lumber System.

Load a Kiln: Kiln managers can load kilns in real-time while increasing 
their efficients and accuracy for kiln charges.

Load a Destacker: Load a Destacker: Destack bundles in real-time as they are taken apart 
at the destacker.

Load a Process: Enter bundle numbers to fill a Process ID.

Load a Transfer: Transfer bundles from one Yard to another in
real-time.

Merge Bundles: Powerful function that allows the merging of up to 5 
bundles to an existing bundle ID.

Order Picking: Picking bundles to fill an order is now quick and in
real-time.

Block Block Tally: Bundle BFT may need to be an estimated tally - another 
way to enter Block Tally. The bundle’s BFT are calculated by entering 
length, width, thickness, and layers.

Inventory Reconciliation: Yards regularly update their inventory
volumes by performing a physical inventory count.

Bundle Request: Yards may enter bundle criteria and retrieve a report 
of real time matching bundle numbers.

Split Bundle: Split Bundle: A powerful and time saving routine that allows pulling 
pieces of lengths from one bundle, then creating a secondary bundle.

Inventory Request: Yard Managers can perform inventory queries on 
their inventory levels by asking for any combination of lumber attributes 
and receive a summary report whenev er needed.

Print a Tag: Print bundle tags by communicating with your Yardmaster 
Inventory and wireless printer.


